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The chosen app for windows 10

If you use a Windows PC, you may have discovered a range of apps to improve your experience and increase your computer's performance. But since there are so many categories and apps available, you may have difficulty finding the best apps for your specific needs. To help you choose, we've put together a list of
the best Windows apps for all types of users, whether you want better productivity or want to be entertained. ProductivityDuolingoscreenshotTrying to brush up on your language skills? Need a little help for a language class? Planning a trip abroad? This free app may be exactly what you need to prepare. It's a language
learning app with tons of gamification, along with lots of rewards and achievements for a variety of puzzles. The extremely normal nature of the app means you can use it for a few minutes at a time and still learn something, so why not try it? Microsoft StoreDropboxNot everyone needs or uses OneDrive, especially with
oft-related charges. If your business or school likes Dropbox as the chosen cloud storage solution, well, there's an app for that. This slick software allows you to view your images or videos using a grid or as a list when processing documents. The free Basic plan to use gives you 2GB of free storage.$0 from
DropboxMicrosoft To DoIf you don't have an app to plan, list, and collaborate, Microsoft To Do is a great choice for you. This app allows you to increase productivity and reduce your stress levels. It comes with a centralized My Day view, which features a personalized daily planner with recommended tasks. Other
interesting features include synchronizing tasks between Outlook email and To Do.Microsoft StoreSkype for WindowsSkype remains one of the most popular chat apps for long-distance communication, and it's another example of an app that integrates very well with Windows 10. Chances are, if you've used a video chat
service at home or work, you know exactly what to download. But if you have not done many video chats in the past and want to explore this kind of communication with friends and family, Skype is a great place to start, and you should give this app a chance. The Skype version is already integrated with Windows, but
the official desktop app also lets you share photos, choose to translate, and share your screen for troubleshooting purposes. Microsoft StoreMicrosoft Sticky NotesThis app lets you create digital sticky notes as reminders, then place them on your desktop screen. All The latest version also comes with a few new tools,
including the ability to pin your stick to start, create notes with a Surface Pen, and connect notes to websites or documents for more information. You can even sync Sticky Notes on your Windows devices and view them on the web. Microsoft StoreCreationFresh PaintscreenshotFresh Paint is very popular on Windows 8,
but it's even better on Windows 10. The The app allows you to choose from a variety of active palettes and packages to colors in design or work from the ground up, or you can upload your own art and apply filters or paints in the style of your choice. This software may not exactly substitute for something like Photoshop –
nor should it – but it's an interesting and very useful program in its own right. Microsoft StoreOpen Live WriterPrefer a program aimed at more desktop to sculpt your latest blog entry or website? Open Live Writer is designed to do just that. Inside, you can create text posts, photos or videos, and then post them to your
website whenever you want. The app also works with WordPress, TypePad, Blogger, and other website builder. It even has a simple interface for tagging and planning, so you can save extra time in the long run. Microsoft StoreFused Want more interesting effects for your photos than the usual apps offer? Before you
upload to Instagram, take a look at Fused, designed to blend photos into backgrounds and fore scenes to create different effects. Going into all these ways can be used will take a long time, but, enough to say, it can make your images look great with the right work. If you want to create your own background, or just get
excited about posting impressive photos, see what Fused has to offer. Microsoft StoreAdobe Photoshop Express While you may have to pay to access the full set of Adobe, there is a free version of Photoshop available for Windows 10. Express is untily dictation allowing you limited access to Photoshop's photo editing
tools, however, allowing for more custom work. It's a very useful tool if you're familiar with Photoshop and want to work on some images, but don't need or want to access the full feature set of the app. Keep in mind that you'll need to sign in to Adobe ID to make this app work. Microsoft StoreEntertainmentVLC Media



PlayerscreenshotFor many users, VLC is an old standby that handles almost any popular video format you can throw at it. The media player can play pretty much any video file copied from a common source, including disks and network streaming protocols. If you use a lot of media on your computer, it's a great addition
to your arsenal.$0 from VideoLAN OrganizationNetflixIf your computer works more than one entertainment box created for productivity, we recommend downloading the Netflix app so you can quickly access it directly from your desktop. And now Netflix syncs across devices —for example, if you start watching something
on your computer, you can get it done on Xbox One — these apps are even more flexible. Of course, if you're not a fan Netflix, there are also official apps for Hulu and other services. Microsoft StorePandoraEveryone has their favorite music service, so replace any apps you like here. Pandora has really stepped up with
a powerful app for both desktop and mobile, one that makes it easy to line you Tone. The app also boasts Xbox One compatibility and is generally more Windows-friendly than Spotify.Microsoft StoreXboxT since Microsoft is working to converge as many Xbox and Windows games as possible, it comes with some unique
features, like the ability to stream games or movies from Xbox One to your PC. The app also comes with social and shared features, which means you can quickly share game clips or join clubs. It's already built into your Windows 10 PC and doesn't need further download. Social mediaInstagramscreenshotYou may not
need a reminder to download social apps like Facebook, but we still want to mention Instagram's Windows app, which offers more functionality than a website. The app isn't always updated by Facebook, but it does provide basic access to most of Instagram's features on iOS or Android versions of the app. That includes
access to Instagram Stories and Instagram News Feed, as well as messages and search features. It's a nice desktop companion. Microsoft StoreWhatsAppIf you or your friends use WhatsApp, you deserve this clean desktop version that makes it easy to do multiple detailed conversations at once. The app also provides
complete sync so you can get conversations on any other device as needed, without worrying that the conversation isn't updated properly. Microsoft StoreNews and feedsFlipboardscreenshotFlipboard is a news a collection designed for brick-based exploration and reading, making it perfectly suited for Windows 10. You
can use it to build a personalized magazine from specific sources or general topics, allowing for a perfect combination of specificity. After you create a magazine, check back for the latest news. This saves you time and allows you to manage your news sources down to as many details as you want. Microsoft
StoreMicrosoft NewsStaying notifications are important, and you can use the Microsoft News app of Windows 10 to keep up with all the news you need. Once you've got it in, customize it to your favorite sites and publications that are alerting you. In addition, the team ensures you are getting accurate and interesting
stories. No matter what, you can choose the stories and sources that suit your wishes, from politics to sports to entertainment news. You can even configure notifications to violate news and sync your options on the web and apps on iOS and Android. The app works in 20 different countries and collects content from over
3,000 publications. Microsoft StoreSecurityDashlanescreenshotDashlane remains one of the most popular password managers, thanks to its simple setup process and easy-to-use design. when the app is a bit invasive - it really wants to know all your passwords. After all - it is also one of the best ways to collect and
protect passwords from a variety of sources. Also, it is optimized for Windows 10.Microsoft Store We have moved a new page on the calendar, Old Man '20 is out of and there's a feeling '21 is going to be a good year – and so far, very good. Markets closed in 2020 with modest session gains to limit larger annual profits.
The S&P 500 rose 16 percent in the year of the crisis, while the NASDAQ, with heavy technology representatives, showed an impressive annual gain of nearly 43 percent. The introduction of two viable COVID vaccines is driving a general increase in optimism. Wall Street's top analysts have been casting their eye on the
stock market, finding gems that investors should take seriously this New Year. These are analysts with a 5-star rating from the TipRanks database and they are pointing out stocks with Strong Buy ratings - in short, this is where investors can expect to find stock growth over the next 12 months. We're talking about a profit
of at least 70% over the next 12 months, according to analysts. ElectraMeccanica Electric Vehicles (SOLO) Electric Vehicles, EVs, are growing more popular as consumers look for alternatives to traditional domestic gasoline engines. While EVs simply move the combustion source from under the hood to the power plant,
they provide real advantages for drivers: they provide greater acceleration, more torque, and they have more energy efficiently, converting up to 60% of their battery power into forward motion. These advantages, as EV technology improves, are beginning to outsier the limitations of shorter range and expensive battery
packs. ElectraMeccanica, a small hat manufacturer from British Columbia, is Solo's designer and marketer, a one-seat three-wheeled EV built for the urban travel market. Technically, Solo is classified as an electric motorbike - but it is fully encased, with a door on either side, has a trunk, air conditioning and Bluetooth
connection, and travels up to 100 miles on a charge at speeds of up to 80 miles per hour. Low charging time, less than 3 hours and the car costs less than 20,000 USD. Starting in the third quarter of 2020, the company delivered its first shipment of vehicles to the U.S. and expanded into six other U.S. urban markets,
including San Diego, CA and Scottsdale and Glendale, AZ. ElectraMeccanica also opened four new stores in the U.S. - two in Los Angeles, one in Scottsdale, and one in Portland, OR. In addition, the company began designing and marketing a fleet version of Solo, to target commercial fleets and the car rental market
starting in the first half of this year. Craig Irwin, 5-star analyst at Roth Capital, was impressed with SOLO's possible applications to the fleet market. He writes about this opening, We believe the epidemic is a back wind for fast food chains exploring better delivery options. The chains seek to avoid third-party delivery costs
and balance the operator's brand recognition significance versus company-owned vehicles. SOLO's 100-mile range, low operating costs and telecommunications STD make the car suitable, according to the especially when location data can be into the chain's kitchen software. We wouldn't be surprised if SOLO made a
few announcements with major chains after the customer confirmed the plan. Irwin puts the Buy rating on SOLO, backed by its $12.25 price target implying a potential 98% increase for the stock by 2021. (To view Irwin's track record, click here) Diast investing technology is common on Wall Street, and ElectraMeccanica
fits the bill nicely. The company has 3 recent reviews, and all are Buys, making the consensus of analysts as a unanimous Strong Buy. The stock is priced at $6.19 and has an average target of $9.58, making a year-on-year increase of 55%. (See SOLO stock analysis on TipRanks) Washington state-based Nautilus
Group (NLS), the fitness equipment manufacturer has seen big stock growth in 2020, as its shares rose more than 900 percent throughout the year, even accounting for a recent drop in the value of shares. Nautilus was achieved as social lock policies were organized and gyms were shuttered in the name of stopping or
slowing the spread of COVID-19. The company, which owns major family fitness brands such as Bowflex, Schwinn and Nautilus of the same name, offers home fitness lovers the equipment needed to stay in shape. The stock appreciation accelerated in 2H20, after the company's revenue showed a recovery from Q1
losses due to the 'corona downturn.' In the second quarter, the top line reached $114 million, up 22% a week; in the third quarter, revenue reached $155, for a 35% weekly benefit and a large 151% increase over the year. Earnings were also strong, with third-quarter EPS profit of $1.04 beating far above last quarter's 30
cents loss. Watching this stock for Lake Street Capital is 5-star analyst Mark Smith, who is raising the price on the stock. Smith is particularly aware of the recent drop in the share price, noting that the stock is currently falling to the top - which makes it attractive to investors. Nautilus reports blowout results for 3Q:20 with
strength on its portfolio... We think the company has orders and backlogs to drive sales and earnings high over the next few quarters and think we've seen a fundamental shift in consumer home exercise behavior. We'll see the recent pull back as a buying opportunity, Smith opined. Smith's $40 price target supports his
Buy rating and shows a strong 120% increase in a year. (For a look at Smith's track record, click here) A unanimous Strong Buy consensus review shows that Wall Street agrees with Smith on nautilus' potential. The stock has 4 recent reviews, and all is to buy. The stock closed in 2020 at $18.14 and an average target of
$30.25 suggests it has room for 67% reverse growth by 2021. (See NLS stock analysis on TipRanks) Kar Auction Services (KAR)Last but not least is KAR Auction Services, a car auction company, which operates in online and physically to connect buyers and sellers. KAR sells to both business buyers and individual
consumers, providing vehicles for a variety of uses: commercial private tourism, even the second spare parts market. In 2019, the last year for which the year-round figures were available, KAR sold 3.7 million vehicles with total auction sales of $2.8 billion. The ongoing corona crisis, with its social lock policies, puts a
damper on car travel and reduces demand for used cars across market segments. KAR shares slipped 13% in 2020, in a year of volatility trading. In its recent third quarter 2019 report, the company reported revenue of $593.6 million, a decrease of more than 15% compared to the same period last year. However, third-
quarter earnings were at 23 cents per share, down less, at 11 percent and showing a strong recovery from a second-quarter EPS loss of 25 cents. When new vaccines promise an end to the COVID epidemic by the end of the year, and the lifting of restrictions on local lock and travel, medium and long-term prospects for
the used car market and KAR auctions are brightening up, according to analyst Stephanie Benjamin.The 5-star analyst of Truist noted, Our estimate now assumes that the volume recovery occurs in 2021 compared to 4Q20 according to our previous estimates... Overall, we believe the 3Q results reflect that KAR is
making good initiatives within its control, particularly improving cost structure and transitioning to a pure digital auction model. Looking further forward, she added, ... Delinquencies and defaults for auto loans and rentals have increased and we believe that will serve as a meaningful volume tailwind in 2021 as repo
operations continue. In addition, repo vehicles often require ancies that should bring higher RPU. This supply stream will also help moderate the used price environment and motivate dealers to fill their shipments, which remain at a three-year low from an inventory point of view. In line with these comments, Benjamin set
a price target of $32, implying a potential 71% year-on-year high for the stock, and kar rates as a Buy. (To view Benjamin's track record, click here) Wall Street is generally willing to speculate on the future of KAR, as indicated by recent reviews, dividing 5 into 1 Buy to Hold and making the consensus of analysts whether
Strong Buy. KAR is selling for $18.61, and its $24.60 median price target shows it has room to grow 32% from that level. (See KAR stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for stocks that trade with attractive prices, visit TipRanks Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that combines all the equity insights of
TipRanks. Disclaimer: The comments expressed in this article are just those of featured analysts. Content may only be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor Business Daily After the big stock market rally in 2020, here are the lessons for
2021. Tesla Delivery nearly 500,000. Sales of Nio and Li Auto boomed. Check out 25 stocks in the buying area. Trading by DailyBuying investors a stock is easy, but buying the right stock without a time-tested strategy is extremely difficult. So what? the best stock to buy right now or put on the watch list? The number of
people leaving the workforce to become semi-retired, rather than fully retired, is increasing. Here's a look at the reasons and options. Find out what might be in store for home borrowers under the arrival administration.* This weekend Barron's cover story offers 12 alternatives to bonds for income investors. * Other
featured articles examining stock value are worth a look, parallel between internet and stock shipping, and how to play an arbitrary consumer recovery. * In addition, prospects for a luxury retailer, a struggling sales giant, a media giant and more. Cover Bond Story Offer Slim Pickings for Yield-Hungry Investors. 12
Location to look instead by Andrew Bary indicates that while the bond market has been a barren sector for earnings, there are rich pickings elsewhere. See why energy pipeline companies like Enterprise Products Partners L.P. (NYSE: EPD) and dividend stocks like Verizon Communications Inc. (NYSE: VZ) top Barron's
list of best-yielding companies for 2021.Nicholas Jasinski's These 7 valuable stocks deserve a fresh look that shows that investors and strategists are betting 2021 will finally be the year when value stocks outperform growth. But finding the right value stock for 2021 is not easy. Barron's thinks Bank of America Corp
(NYSE: BAC) and Coca-Cola Co (NYSE: KO) are among those who can excel. In How the Railroad Tracks Led to the Internet Age, Kenneth G. Pringle says that railroads were originally the internet of their day, connecting people and commerce and opening up cultural change. See what Barron believes people like CSX
Corporation (NYSE: CSX) and Facebook, Inc. (NASDAQ: FB) have in common. Nordstrom, Inc. (NYSE: JWN) has invested in online business, cut costs and has even tried smaller stores. That will lift stocks as the economy recovers. So Says Why Nordstrom Looks Like a Department Store Survivor by Teresa Rivas.
How many seats does the stock have? In It's Best to Think Small When Playing a Rebound in Consumer Spending by Jack Hough, this case is made that 70% of people in developed markets will be vaccinated in the fall and the US company's profits this year will hit new records. Is Costco Wholesale Corporation
(NASDAQ: COST) a way to play the arbitrary recovery of consumers? Is McDonald's Corp. (NYSE: MCD)? One activist scolded Intel, giving its investors hope for Max A. Cherney's 2021 point out that Intel Group (NASDAQ: INTC) shares have plummeted in 2020, despite increased demand for computing power. Find out
how investors Dan Loeb dynamics could force the manufacturer of the reactively to shake things up in the coming year. See also: The last Benzinga And Bear epidemic of the year: Alibaba, Apple, Intel, Tesla And moreThe epidemic has been a benefit for home improvement store operator Big Box Home Depot Inc
(NYSE: HD) as consumers pour money into their homes. This according to Teresa Rivas's Why Home Depot Could Be a 2021 2021 Story. See why Barron believes stocks can continue to thrive this year as well. In Nike has skyrocketed in Covid. So there are investor expectations for 2021, Teresa Rivas claims that Nike
Inc(NYSE: NKE) recovered quickly from the initial strain of the COVID-19 epidemic, but the stock's excellent financial performance set the bar high for next year. Can purveyor shoes prevail again? Disney's Nicholas Jasinski ended the year on a high note. Why 2021 may be even more interesting discussing the rapid
growth and potential future of walt disney co streaming services (NYSE: DIS) has far outsped the challenges faced by the rest of the company's businesses. What comes next for the Rat House? Also this week's Barron: * Barron's turn 100 years old * Whether the bubble is what investors think it is * How high house
prices will rise by 2021 * Whether activity, ESG and thematic ETFs will continue to be big winners * What sluggish U.S. population growth means for the economy * Holiday retail status * Whether Credit spreads will get tighter this year * Whether live streaming theater is here to stay * How seniors can stay fit in the
epidemic * Which homebuilders will achieve the most this year* Barron's most read article in 2020 At the time of writing this article , the author has no place in the stocks mentioned. Keep up with all the latest news and business ideas by following Benzinga on Twitter.Source:Unsplash.comSee More from Benzinga* Click
here to select trades from Benzinga* Notable Insider Buys Of The Past Week: Danimer Science, Cheniere Energy Partners And More * Benzinga Ultimate Bulls and Bears of the Year : Alibaba, Apple, Intel, Tesla And more (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights are preserved.
Chinese manufacturer EV Nio Inc . What Happened: Nio's delivery increased 121% year-on-year to 7,007 vehicles in December, the company said in a release Sunday. Total delivery units included 2009 ES8S, 2,493 ES6s and 2,505 units of its newly launched EC6s.Sequentially, delivery increased by 32.43% from
5,291 vehicles delivered in November. The company noted that it reported growth twice year-on-year for the ninth consecutive month. 2020 is a challenging year for the world. Against this backdrop, NIO has reached record highs in a row along the way, and closed the year on a high note with december's remarkable
delivery of more than 7,000 vehicles, said William Bin Li, founder, president and CEO of the NIO in a statement. In the fourth quarter, the company delivered 17,353 vehicles, an increase of 111% over the same period last year. Previous company guidelines estimated quarterly delivery will be 16,500 to 17,000 units.
Increasingly recognizing Nio's premium brand, competitive and attractive products and services, and expanding sales contribute to strong performance, the company said in the release. Nio noted that the battery program as its service has been popular among customers since its launch. After adding an option to provide
a 100 kilowatt hour battery pack, BaaS penetration reached about 40% of new orders by December.In 2020, the company delivered 43,728 vehicles, an increase of 112.6% over the previous year. Related Links: Nio To Match Car Prices Through January 10th As China Plans to Cut Subsidies by 20% EV In 2021 Why It
Matters: Nio, which is a homegrown EV startup in China, has slowly and steadily developed mindshare as well as market share in the hot and occurring Chinese market. The company has stepped up to grow as a strong challenger to Tesla Inc.'s (NASDAQ: TSLA) in China.Nio's domestic rival Li Auto Inc(NASDAQ: LI)
reported Friday's 6,126 Li ONEs, representing a 31.9% month-over-month increase and a 529.6% year-over-year increase. Tesla, which reported quarterly but non-monthly figures, said Saturday that its fourth-quarter delivery came in at 180,570, up 29.6 percent quarter-over-quarter and 61.2 percent higher than a year
ago. What's Next: Nio Day 2020 is scheduled for January 9 as the next catalyst for the manufacturer of EV. Nio confirmed that on Wednesday, it will launch a new sedan, while sharing the latest developments in self-driving and other core technologies. With the spirit of 'Always Moving Forward', the theme of the
upcoming NIO Day, we will continue to invest in smart EV technologies, promote new product development, expand our sales and service network and strive for the best comprehensive experience for our growing user community by 2021 and beyond , Nio said. Price action: Nio shares, which hit an all-time high of
$57.20 on November 24, have pulled back since then amid concerns about unsustainable prices and a regulatory clamp in China.The stock has managed to regain some of its losing momentum over the past few sessions. The possible delivery update lending support for the upside in the run up to January 9 Nio
Day.Thursday, the stock closed at $48.74, up 0.74%. Related Links: Why Nio Has A Shot At Becoming 'China's Tesla' Photo Courtesy NioSee Added from Benzinga * Click here to Select Trades from Benzinga*Nio To Match Car Prices Through January 10th As China Plans to Cut EV Subsidies by 20% by 2021* Tesla
Doesn't Cut Model 3 Prices In China , Leaves Doors Open To Rise: Report (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights are preserved. The president-elect is promising more payments. Can it happen? Tesla, NIO, Li Auto all reported fourth-quarter electric car deliveries later this week.
It's all better than expected. Economist Robert ShillerBy at least some popular investment figures, U.S. stocks have only been this expensive again in the calendar and it didn't end well the first time around. At a cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings ratio -- a measure value based on 10-year smoothed earnings data -
S&amp;; The P 500 is at its second most expensive time in history. Related links: Will Tesla instability S&P 500? S&amp;S current CAPE The P 500 is 34 only surpassed again, during the peak of the dot-com bubble in 2000. Today's Cape is more than double the historical average of S&amp;C The P 500 and
significantly higher than its peak at around 30 just before the Black Tuesday market crash back in 1929.Many investors still remember the painful fallout from the dot-com bubble. But just because the market is over-priced doesn't necessarily mean it's time to start selling or shorting SPDR S&amp;S&amp;S. P 500 ETF
Trust (NYSE: SPY). Shiller's Take: Nobel Prize-winning economist Robert Shiller references the CAPE ratio as a measure of market price so often that it is often referred to as the Shiller ratio. In a recent interview with CNBC, Shiller said an expensive market doesn't necessarily mean it's time to dump stocks. The market
is priced high, but it's not so high that I wouldn't consider it an investment, Shiller said in December.Shiller is known for his research on investment psychology, especially in the financial market bubble. While widespread coronavirus vaccination will undoubtedly be a fundamental change for the U.S. economy, Shiller said
he is concerned about how quickly investors expect the economy to fully recover once the country is vaccinated. He predicted fears the virus would linger among U.S. consumers for at least another year. Cape's shortcomings: Stock earnings have historically been discounted by capital expenditures associated with
interest. After an emergency interest rate cut in March, interest rates are now mostly at 0%.. It makes no sense to compare 2020 with the previous period, at least as naïve as PE Shiller does, without acknowledging that the 10-year Treasury brings 1% now and higher at any other point [historically], DataTrek Research
co-founder Nicholas Colas said Wednesday.While CAPE certainly gives a relative indication of market price. , it also wasn't the best index when buying and selling stocks. As it combines a decade of earnings data, CAPE tends to move relatively slowly. Using CAPE alone, U.S. stocks still seem expensive even after
bursting the dot-com bubble and the 2008 financial crisis. On the other side, CAPE has shown stocks have been pricey for the entire last six years in one of the strongest bull markets in history. Finally, Colas said S&P The P 500 itself is much more technologically heavier than in any other point in history, an important
motivation to consider when looking at past prices. For example, in 1980, the energy sector accounted for 26% of the S&amp;P 500 and the technology sector accounted for only 8%. Today, energy is 2% weighted and technology is 28%. Colas know investors should not lose the level of composition change that may
have on the overall price of the index. All areas &amp;S& The P 500 has its own fundamentals and therefore its own price, he said. Benzinga's Take: Smart investors never ignore important figures like CAPE rates. But smart investors also know not to rely too much on a single index. Investors must understand exactly
how the numbers are calculated, what numbers are and don't tell them, and what other pieces of information will complement the numbers to paint a full picture of what is happening in the market. Photo by Bengt Nyman via Wikimedia. More From Benzinga * Click here to choose trades from Benzinga* The S&amp;S P
500 Just Did Something That Has Been Bullish Every Time Since World War II * 10 Best Performing S&amp;S P 500 Stocks Of 2020(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights are preserved. Roth TSPs and Roth IRAs are similar retirement savings plans, but there are key
differences that make one of the better options for you. Thiel has a unique acumen to invest in and choose winning startup ideas. Thiel is currently making moves in the cryptocurrency world and we should pay attention. SPACs are one of the hottest stories to invest in by 2020 and look forward to becoming a major topic
by 2021, with hundreds of potential deals likely to be announced. Benzinga is home to live ATTACK SPACs that airs Mondays through Fridays at 11 a.m. .m. ET. On Wednesday, co-hosts Chris Katje and Mitch Hoch shared their top SPACs are trading between $10 and $11. Chris's Picks: RedBall Acquisition (NASDAQ:
RBAC) has been linked to a merger with Fenway Sports Group. A deal would give investors another publicly traded sports team. Fenway Sports Group owns MLB's Boston Red Sox and Premier League's Liverpool Football Club.Both teams have strong brand awareness and can attract investment from fans. Another
catalyst in question is media rights. A new deal with Fox Corp (NASDAQ: FOX) launches for MLB in 2022, and the EPL is also negotiating new deals. Fenway Sports Group is also the majority owner in a local sports media company that broadcasts Red Sox games. Falcon Capital Acquisition (NASDAQ: FCAC) is
targeting a company in the media or consumer technology sector. The group behind SPAC includes Jeff Sagansky. The option here is after Sagansky, who was part of the group that traded for DraftKings Inc (NASDAQ: DKNG) and Skillz Inc (NASDAQ: SKLZ). The group behind Hyliion Holdings (NASDAQ: HYLN) has a
second SPAC that could be a good option under $11. Tortoise Acquisition Corp II (NASDAQ: SNPR) is targeting sustainable development. The history of the Hyliion deal could make this SPAC attractive to a target company. Hyliion shares are traded above $50 and are one of the active SPACs best in early 2020. Lefteris
Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ: LFTR) is targeting the fintech sector. With rumours of companies such as Sofi, eToro and others going public, fintech could be a host field to watch in 2021. The management team at SPAC has a history with ETrade, Coinbase and TD Ameritrade. Burgundy Burgundy (NASDAQ: BTAQ) is a
company that targets enterprise technology or software. The management team includes Leo Apotheker, former CEO of Hewlett-Packard (NASDAQ: HPE) and SAP SE (NASDAQ: SAP). Apotheker has spent more than 20 years at SAP and helped transform the company from a single product to a multi-solution
business. Co-CEO Jim Mackey has spent years at Citigroup, SAP, OpenText and Blackberry (NASDAQ: BB). While at Blackberry, Mackey helped the company transition from a mobile company to end-point manager. Burgundy Technology refers to Israel as a target area in its filing. Apotheker graduated from the Hebrew
University of Israel. Some major Israeli companies are targeting 2021 IPOs or SPAC deals, which could make Burgundy a good option here. The list of rumored names includes REE Automotive, Taboola, Outbrain and eToro. Related links: 12 new Spacs filed services on Friday: what investors should knowMitch's Picks:
Sports Entertainment Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ: SEAH) is a name that has been mentioned on the show several times. The company is targeting the sports and entertainment sectors. Management includes Eric Grubman, president of hotel company On Location Experiences and also plays a role with the NFL. John
Collins, acting CEO of SPAC, has spent time with the NHL and Cleveland Browns.Supernova Partners Acquisition (NASDAQ: SPNV) is targeting the technology sector, looking for a company with a large address market, well-defined vision, competitive moat and the ability to scale its operations. The management team
includes Spencer Rascoff, co-founder of Zillow Group (NASDAQ: Z) and Hotwire. Rascoff was CEO of Zillow for over 10 years and led the company through 15 acquisitions including major rival Trulia. An SPAC from Goldman Sachs could land a high-growth company, including eToro, who is in recent negotiations with
the company. GS Acquisition Holdings Corp II (NASDAQ: GSAH) is still trading below $11 and is a top pick from Hoch. SPAC has raised $700 million and does not specify a target focus area. Churchill Capital Corp IV (NASDAQ: CCIV) is one of the largest SPACs currently looking for a target. SPAC is linked as a finalist
in bidding for DIRECTV, which is being sold by AT&amp;T. T (NYSE: T). Hoch favors the rated SPAC's business closer to $10. Landing DIRECTV would not be a great deal, according to Hoch, and he said he would be more excited about a different goal. Cerberus Telecom Acquisition (NYSE: CTAC) is an SPAC led by
CEO Tim Donahue, former president of Sprint Nextel. Hoch calls it a chart-based long-term play. Click here to see the full episode of ATTACK SPACs from Wednesday December 30th.Disclosure: Author is Long HYLN, BTAQ See more from Benzinga* Click here to select trades from Benzinga*eToro Newspaper
Exploring IPO Or SPAC As Business Booms (C) 2021 Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights are preserved. Everyone knows that you should save for retirement, but many do not it's at all. Unfortunately, retiring without saving is not beautiful. It can be a bit difficult to get some consensus delivery for Li
Auto (ticker: LI) and other Chinese EV manufacturers. Tesla (TSLA), for example, delivered more than 180,000 vehicles in the fourth quarter, better than about 176,000 analysts expected. The company, in its third-quarter conference call, said it expected to deliver 11,000 to 12,000 vehicles in the fourth quarter.
(Bloomberg) - The Venezuelan government is planning to move to a digital economy altogether as hyperinflation has made worthless Bolivar notes practically disappear and dollarization expands through the local financial system. The U.S. dollar has acted as an escape valve for Venezuela amid U.S. sanctions and oil
revenues collapsing, President Nicolas Maduro said in a television interview with Telesur on Friday. He said 18.6% of all commercial transactions were in dollars, while 77.3% were made in bolivars with debit cards. Only 3.4% is paid by bolivar notes. They have a war against our physical currency. We are moving to a
deeper digital economy, in expansion. I have set a goal of a 100% digital economy, Maduro said, adding that material money will eventually disappear. This is the latest ambitious monetary plan from the Venezuelan president, which does not guarantee success. In 2017, with the collapse of bolivar, Maduro announced
that the country would create a cryptocurrency called Petro, backed by reserves of oil, gas, gold and diamonds. Petro launched in 2018; The United States calls it a scam. Venezuela's currency has lost 99% of its value in three years of hyperinflity, forcing the country to issue higher denomination notes, thereby becoming
useless in record time. Inflation soared 5,790% in the past 12 months, according to Bloomberg News's Cafe con Leche Index.The biggest note currently in circulation, 50,000 bolivars, is worth about $0.04. The government has delayed plans to issue a 100,000 bolivar bill, currently worth less than $0.10.Read more:
Venezuela's Cafe Con LecheAfter IndexAfter previously subsidized fuel prices were increased in June, cash is now only used to ride public transport, and the Caracas subway routinely stops charging passengers due to lack of cash. Since late 2019, local banks have gradually begun offering accounts and financial
products in US dollars, but these are still limited as there is no clearing system to allow digital transactions in US dollars. Some banks have had technical meetings with Venezuela's central bank in an effort to resolve the issue amid heightied skepticism and caution due to U.S. sanctions. But Maduro vowed to create a
payment format that allows transactions to use savings accounts and check in U.S. dollars. A press official of Venezuelan Central Bank did not immediately respond to a request for comment. Despite promising to expand the use of U.S. dollars in the economy, Maduro said an official it's not going to happen. Venezuela
has its currency and we will protect it, he said. (Updated with previous monetary reform background from the fourth paragraph.) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Newly public company Danimar
Science is trying to shake up the plastics industry. It has some early heavyweight supporters. Rolls-Royce's new Ghost is a direct response to the luxury carmaker's growing premium customers. Each week, Benzinga conducts an emotional survey to find out what traders are most excited about, interested in or thinking
about as they manage and build their personal portfolios. We surveyed a group of more than 500 investors on whether Shopify Inc.'s (NYSE: SHOP) stock will reach $2,000 by 2022. Shopify Stock Forecast Shopify provides a major e-commerce platform for small and medium-sized businesses. The e-commerce
company has two leading revenue-driven segments: subscriptions and sales solutions. The subscription solution segment allows Shopify sellers to conduct e-commerce across a variety of platforms, including the company's website, real store, pop-up store, kiosk, and social network. Sales solutions are defined as
additional products for the e-commerce facilitation platform and include Shopify Payments, Shopify Shipping and Shopify Capital.The company's main e-commerce competitors include Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN), Alibaba Group Holding Ltd - ADR (NYSE: BABA) and Etsy Inc (NASDAQ: ETSY). Of the Benzinga
traders and investors surveyed, 67% told us Shopify would reach $2,000 per share by the end of next year. Those questioned said Shopify would continue to see strength in 2021 continuing to adopt online shopping across the country, away from traditional brick-and-mortar retailers. Traders also said that even if the
nationwide distribution of coronavirus vaccine was conducted, the popularity of e-commerce would continue to grow. They believe that American consumers like to be able to shop multiple merchants at once and have their purchases sent to their front door. Many traders and investors also said they were interested in
Shopify's user interface/UX, noting how the platform has high easy access for small and medium-sized retailers who want to take their business online. It should be noted that the latest price target for Shopify was reported by Susquehanna on December 2. The analytics firm set a target of $950, expecting the e-
commerce company's shares to fall within 12 months. Entering the end of 2020, Shopify shares are trading lower following the stock's recent surge, driven by e-commerce trends and optimism about holiday sales. Covid-19 vaccine news has also boosted from e-commerce names to reopening sectors such as retail and
traditional tourism. Current and potential investors should note Shopify's fourth quarter earnings date is estimated for February 17.See also: How to buy Shopify.This Shopify.This conducted by Benzinga in December 2020 and includes reactions from a diverse population of adults aged 18 and over. Opting in to the survey
is completely voluntary, with no offers offered to potential respondents. The study reflected results from more than 500 adults. Photo Courtesy of Shopify.See more from Benzinga * Click here to choose trades from Benzinga * Think about buying stocks In Palantir, FuboTV, Apple, Shopify Or Snowflake? (C) 2021
Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights are preserved. Each week, Benzinga conducts an emotional survey to find out what traders are most excited about, interested in or thinking about as they manage and build their personal portfolios. We surveyed a group of more than 500 investors
on whether the Invesco QQQ Index ETF (NASDAQ: QQQ) will reach $400 by 2022. What is an ETF? ETFs stands for exchange traded funds. An ETF is an investment fund with stocks that trade on the stock exchange just like stocks for individual companies. ETFs track an index or field, represent a goods (such as gold,
oil or wheat) or sample a basket of stocks or bonds that meet certain criteria. Exchange-traded funds are popular with investors as they can help mitigate risks in the portfolio. The QQQ ETF tracks the NASDAQ 100, which consists of the 100 largest non-financial companies domestic and internationally listed on the
Nasdaq based on market capitalization. Funds and in indicators are rebalanced quarterly and renewable annually. With 48% of QQQ's weighted allocation rooted in the information technology sector, it's no surprise that after touching a 2020 low of $165 in March, QQQ closed 2020 at just $314.As, QQQ's five largest
stocks were Apple Inc (NASDAQ: AAPL) (13.39% of shares) , Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ: MSFT) (10.76%), Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN) (10.66%), Facebook, Inc. Common Stock (NASDAQ). and Tesla Inc. (NASDAQ: TSLA) (3.45%). QQQ Forecast 2021 In our survey, 63% of Benzinga's traders and
investors said QQQ ETF will reach $400 by the end of 2021.QQQ representatives are heavily dependent on and allocated to technology, healthcare and consumer services, investors tell us that they believe the ETF will grow in the same way as the U.S. economy improvement in 2021, as well as a continued increase in
demand and interest rates for the most popular stocks of ETFs - Tesla, Apple and Amazon.Respondents also believe that QQQ will see strength throughout 2021 given that etf's NASDAQ-100 representative sector allocation is dominated by information technology (48%) , media services (19%) and arbitrary consumers
(19%) Stock. If the U.S. economy improves throughout 2021, it can be said that information technology, communications services and arbitrary sectors of consumers stand to achieve the most in the coming months. See also: Blue Chip Stocks.This conducted by Benzinga in December 2020 and includes the response of
a diverse population of adults 18 years of age or older. Select Select the survey is completely voluntary, no incentives are offered to potential respondents. The study reflected results from more than 500 adults. More From Benzinga * Click here to select trades from Benzinga* Shopify Stock Reach, 000 By 2022? * Will
Zoom or Cisco stock grow more in 2022? (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights are preserved. Reserved.
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